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Abstract Equatorial E region electric fields (EEFs) inferred from coherent radar data, sporadic-E (Es) layers
observed from a digital ionosonde data, and modeling results are used to study the responses of the
equatorial E region over São Luís (SLZ, 2.3°S, 44.2°W, ~�7° dip angle), Brazil, during the super storm of
November 2004. The EEF is presented in terms of the zonal (Ey) and vertical (Ez) components in order to
analyze the corresponding characteristics of different types of Es seen in ionograms and simulated with the E
region ionospheric model. We bring out the variabilities of Ey and Ez components with storm time changes in
the equatorial E region. In addition, some aspects of the electric fields and Es behavior in three cases of weak,
very weak, and strong Type II occurrences during the recovery phase of the geomagnetic storm are
discussed. The connection between the enhanced occurrence and suppressions of the Type II irregularities
and the q-type Es (Esq) controlled by electric fields, with the development or disruption of the blanketing
sporadic E (Esb) layers produced by wind shear mechanism, is also presented. The mutual presence of Esq
along with the Esb occurrences is a clear indicator of the secular drift of the magnetic equator and hence
that of the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) over SLZ. The results show evidence about the EEJ and Es layer
electrodynamics and coupling during geomagnetic disturbance time electric fields.

1. Introduction

The equatorial electrojet (EEJ) consists of a small Pedersen current driven by the zonal (Ey) electric field
generated by tidal neutral winds and a large Hall current driven by the vertical (Ez) polarization electric
field. The Ez component, in turn, is produced by an impeded Hall current driven by the primary Ey
(Denardini et al., 2013; Forbes, 1981; Moro et al., 2016a, and references therein). The Ey component, east-
ward during the daytime, controls the vertical plasma transport in the low-latitude ionosphere and forms a
critical input to models that predict ionospheric disturbances in real time (Maruyama et al., 2005;
Scherliess et al., 2006). The Ez component drives the gradient drift instability, E × B (drifts with the electron
flux that constitutes the EEJ), and produces the Type II irregularities that can act as scattering centers for
HF and VHF radio waves (Devasia et al., 2004). Therefore, the accurate inference of the Ez component is
essential in understanding the dynamical features of the EEJ for space weather monitoring, especially
during geomagnetic disturbed periods, when Type II irregularities may be amplified or suppressed in a
short time (Denardini et al., 2006).

The gradient drift instability mechanism is known to be responsible for the equatorial sporadic E layers
(q-type Es or Esq) that occur inside the EEJ. These types of Es are the diffuse and nonblanketing trace
observed on daytime ionograms as a scattering of the radio signal that covers most of the frequency scale
(Knecht & McDuffie, 1962). The Esq is different from the Es layer, since it is not an enhanced ionization of
the plasma as the sporadic E layers of blanketing type (Esb), produced by ionization convergence arising
from the well-known wind shear theory, which ionization converges at the null points of vertical shears in
meridional or zonal neutral wind components (Haldoupis, 2011; Hook, 1970; Lanchester et al., 1991;
Whitehead, 1989). The basic distinction between both layer types is that the Esq layer is always translucent
to radio waves in ionograms, while the Esb layers are highly dense and effectively block the access of the
HF signal to the upper ionospheric layers (Piggot & Rawer, 1972; Resende et al., 2016; Resende, Denardini,
& Batista, 2013).
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The Ey and the Ez components of the E region electric fields (EEFs) in Brazil have been studied in terms of the
Doppler shifts of Type II echoes detected with the 50MHz backscatter coherent (RESCO) radar installed at São
Luís (SLZ, 2.3°S, 44.2°W, ~�7° dip angle). Moro et al. (2016a) investigated the variability of the EEF compo-
nents based on long-term RESCO soundings collected during the geomagnetic quiet days (Kp ≤ 3+) between
2001 and 2010 and compared the results with the electric field components inferred at the Jicamarca Radio
Observatory (JRO, 11.9°S, 76.8°W, ~2° dip angle). The mean diurnal variations of Ey range from 0.21 to
0.35 mV/m between 8 and 18 h (LT) in the Brazilian sector, while the mean diurnal variations of the Ez range
from 7.09 to 8.80 mV/m. However, the electric field components presented an interesting dependence with
the dip equator secular displacement effect at SLZ (see Figure 1 in Moro et al., 2016a), which causes different
variations in Ey and Ez at JRO. This result led to a study on the seasonal dependence of Ey and Ez by Moro et al.
(2016b), which revealed for the first time the impact of the secular variation of the geomagnetic field on the
EEJ in terms of electric fields.

The steady northwestward excursions of the geomagnetic field strongly influence the electrodynamics of the
E region plasma over the eastern Brazilian region. The features of the EEF and, consequently, the EEJ and Es
are strongly affected and have been studied by many researches using data from radars, ionosondes, mag-
netometers, and computing modeling (Abdu et al., 1996; Abdu, Bittencourt, & Batista, 1981; Batista, Abdu,
& Bittencourt, 1986; Batista et al., 2011; Denardini et al., 2013, 2015; Moro et al., 2016a, 2016b; Resende
et al., 2016, 2017). The ionograms collected in SLZ show the presence of Esq and Esb layers. The mutual pre-
sence of Esq layers produced by the electric fields and Esb layers produced by wind shear is a clear indicator of
the secular drift of the magnetic equator and hence that of the EEJ over eastern Brazil. Resende et al. (2016)
studied the competition between tidal winds and electric fields in the formation of Esb over SLZ. The authors
reported an increase in the occurrence rates of Esb since 2009, revealing that the EEJ has little or no influence
there, confirming the results of Tsunoda (2008) about the anticorrelation characteristics between Esb and the
EEJ intensity and Moro et al. (2016b) about the secular variation of the geomagnetic field on the EEJ in terms
of electric fields over SLZ.

The recent results about the inference of Ey and Ez at SLZ presented by Denardini et al. (2013, 2015) and Moro
et al. (2016a, 2016b, 2016c) consider the electric fields inferred from RESCO data collected under quiet
geomagnetic activity only. The study we report here is, however, restricted to the responses of the EEF obser-
vations at SLZ during the intense geomagnetic storm of November 2004. We focus in the study of the elec-
trodynamic coupling between the auroral and EEJ plasma irregularities in eastern Brazil, which remains
unclear during geomagnetic disturbed periods due to the dip equator secular displacement effect. We also
bring out the variabilities of Ey and Ez during the storm time changes, not shown before for the E region at
equatorial latitudes as far as we know. According to Resende et al. (2016) and Abdu et al. (2014), the Esb layers
are subject to the influence of Ez, and the theory about the connection between Esb occurrence and Ez needs
to be investigated with more details during geomagnetic storms, which we are also pursuing in this work.
Therefore, the characteristics of the EEF and Es observed at SLZ during the large and complex November
2004 geomagnetic storm are analyzed to evaluate the enhanced occurrence or suppressions of the EEJ
plasma irregularities, that is, Type II irregularities. Finally, a connection with the formation or disruption of
Esq and Esb layers is shown using Digisonde data and model in order to study this relationship over
SLZ. The instrument locations used in this work and their relation to the magnetic equator are shown in
Figure 1. The geomagnetic equator provided by the International Geomagnetic Reference Field model is
shown as the red line for the year 2001 and the blue line for the year 2010.

2. Data Presentation and Modeling

Data from coherent backscatter and all-sky meteor radars, digital ionosonde, magnetometer, satellite, and
model results are used to study the response of the equatorial E region to the intense geomagnetic storm
of 10 November 2004. In the following, we briefly describe each set of data used in this work.

2.1. RESCO Coherent Backscatter Radar Data

The 50 MHz RESCO radar had been routinely used to measure the Doppler shifts of 3 m irregularities present
in the EEJ between 8 and 18 local time (LT = UT � 3) from 1998 to 2009. The echoes received from 80 to
120 km of altitude are processed, providing in-phase and quadrature signals containing Doppler frequency
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and power information of the EEJ plasma irregularities. The RESCO height resolution is 2.6 km (3 km in range),
and the time resolution is 2 min. Despite the 102.5, 105.1, 107.7, and 110.3 km ranges of RESCO radar heights
being usually used to study the EEJ, in this work, we selected only the range from 103.9 to 106.5 km centered
at 105.1 km because this range is located in the center of the EEJ.

A spectral decomposition technique is applied to every single spectrum to obtain the Doppler frequency of
Type II echoes (fDII, observed whenever the density gradient has a positive projection along Ez). The frequency
fDII is converted into Doppler velocities of Type II irregularities (VDII) taking into account the RESCO operating
frequency (fR = 50 MHz) and the speed of light (c ≈ 3 × 108m/s), as shown in equation (1):

VDII ¼ c
2f R

fDII; (1)

where c/2fR = 3 m. The resulted VDII are grouped according to the height and time of data acquisition, aiming
to obtain mean velocities at a given height and local time in order to have the horizontal component of these
mean velocities along the radar beam. The drift velocity of E region electrons (Ve) in the EEJ is related with VDII
accordingly (equation (2)):

VDII ¼ Ve

1þ Ψ0
þ ViΨ0

1þ Ψ0
; (2)

where Vi is the ion velocity,Ψ0 = νin νen/ΩiΩe is known as anisotropic factor and νin and νen are the ion-neutral
and electron-neutral collision frequencies, respectively. The electron and ion gyrofrequencies are Ωe and Ωi,
respectively. The ion motion, Vi (essentially due to neutral wind), can be neglected while deriving Ve from the
observed Doppler velocity above 100 km (Devasia et al., 2004). Therefore, we neglected in this work the last
term in equation (2) in order to derive the Ez component at 105.1 km by equation (3) (Cohen, 1973; Denardini
et al., 2013; Moro et al., 2016a):

Ve ¼ E
!� B

!

B²
→ Ez ¼ VDII 1þ Ψ0ð ÞB²

sin Θð ÞH ; (3)

whereΘ is the zenith angle of the radar beam, B is the Earth’s magnetic field flux density, and H is its horizon-
tal component. Finally, the Ey component is obtained by equation (4):

Ey ¼
∫
þθ

�θ
σPr : dθ

∫
þθ

�θ
σHr : dθ

Ez; (4)

where r is the position of the magnetic field line element considering dipole geometry, θ is the magnetic
latitude, dθ is the differential magnetic latitude element vector, and the integrals are the well-known

Figure 1. Measurements sites in Brazil used in this work and their relation to the magnetic equator.
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field line-integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivities, usually represented by ΣP and ΣH, respectively. The
variables Ψ0, ΣP, and ΣH are calculated by an ionospheric conductivity model extensively discussed
recently by Moro et al. (2016c).

The Ey and Ez components inferred from RESCO data acquired on 7 February 2001 (a geomagnetic quiet day)
are selected as a reference day in this work. The main features of these reference fields are the following: Ey
shows a diurnal variability that varies from 0.01 to 0.38 mV/m, with mean equal 0.22 ± 0.05 mV/m, and the Ez
component varies from 0.75 to 15.39 mV/m, with mean equal 8.85 ± 2.15 mV/m.

2.2. Ionospheric Data Collection and MIRE Model

We have used data from a digital ionosonde (Digisonde) installed at SLZ to collect the Es parameters during
the November 2004 geomagnetic storm. The Digisonde operates continuously, and electron density profiles
are taken every 10/15 min with the sounding frequencies ranging from 1.0 to 30.0 MHz, with 0.5 MHz
frequency step.

In order to identify the Es layers, we use the ionograms provided by the Digisonde. Under the strong influence
of the EEJ, it is possible to observe the Esq layers most of the time. However, in some circumstances, the Esb
layer takes place, or both layers occur in the same period. In summary, both types of Es layers (Esb and Esq) can
be present at the same time depending on the EEJ current and electric field behavior. For details about these
competitions of Esb and Esq, see Resende et al. (2016).

The Esq and Esb are simulated with the MIRE (Portuguese acronym for E region ionospheric model) model and
compared with the ionograms. The MIRE model was originally developed by Carrasco, Batista, and Abdu
(2007) and modified by Resende et al. (2017) with the purpose to simulate the ionospheric E region and
the blanketing sporadic E layers. Specifically, this model computes the densities of the ions NO+, O2

+, N2
+,

O+, Fe+, and Mg+, using numerical algorithms to solve a system of differential equations obtained from the
continuity and momentum equations. Finite difference technique is applied to the differential equations,
and these discretized results are solved using Crank-Nicholson method. The grid spacing used in the model
is 0.05 km in the heights from 86 to 140 km with 2 min time step between 00:00 and 24:00 UT. All the input
measurements used in this model, as the atmospheric and temperature parameters, collision frequency, and
the iron and magnesium profiles, as well their seasonal variation, are explained by Carrasco et al. (2007) and
Resende et al. (2017). The electron density ne is given by equation (5):

ne ¼ Oþ
2

� �þ NOþ½ � þ Oþ½ � þ Nþ
2

� �þ Feþ½ � þ Mgþ½ �: (5)

The Es layer formation depends mainly of the dynamical processes. Therefore, the vertical ion velocity (Viz)
shown in equation (6) describes the vertical transport, and it is used for each of the E region constituents.
Using a coordinate system with the x axis pointing southward, the y axis westward, and the z axis upward,
the Viz equation is given by:

V iz ¼ Ω2
i

v2in þΩ2
i

� � cos I sin IUx þ vin
Ωi

cos I Uy þ 1
vin

e
mi

cos I sin I Ex þ e
Ωimi

cos I Ey þ e
vinmi

v2in
ω2
i

þ sin2I
� �

Ez

� 	
;

(6)

where vin and Ωi are the ion-neutral collision frequency and ion gyrofrequency (described in equation (2)),
respectively; I is the magnetic inclination angle; mi represents the ion mass; e is the electric charge; Ex, Ey,
and Ez are the electric field components; and Ux and Uy are the horizontal wind components in the southward
(meridional) and eastward (zonal) directions, respectively.

Notice that the Viz is a function of wind and electric field parameters. A vertical shear in this velocity is funda-
mental for Es layer formation; that is, the Es layers are formed at heights where the velocity is null. Thus, the
competition between tidal winds and electric fields can be analyzed in the Esb layer formation, which pro-
vides essential information about the equatorial E region electrodynamics. Regarding the tidal winds, the
MIRE model was modified from its previous version by adding a novel theoretical neutral wind model that
was obtained using the wind measurements acquired from the all-sky meteor radar at São João do Cariri
(SJC, 7.4°S, 36.5°W, ~�10° dip angle), in the low-latitude Brazilian sector (Buriti et al., 2008). SJC is the nearest
site to SLZ (where there is no wind data available) with an all-sky meteor radar, as shown in Figure 1. The
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inclusion of wind measurements to correctly describe the wind dynamics in the Brazilian region was
implemented in the current version of MIRE model by a recent work of Resende et al. (2017). In summary,
we have used the wind shear equations obtained by Mathews and Bekeny (1979) using the zonal and
meridional, diurnal, and semidiurnal tidal wind components measured by the meteor radar. We have
tested the global scale wave model and the horizontal wind model, but the models failed to simulate the
formation of Es over northeastern Brazil, which is a region with peculiar electrodynamic characteristics as
described before.

2.3. Interplanetary Parameters

Finally, a complete set of data was used to characterize the storm time, its probable cause, and its effects in
the Earth space environment. The IMF BZ component (in nT) and solar wind speed VSW (km/s) were taken
from the OMNIWeb database obtained from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite measure-
ments and are referred to the GSM coordinates system. The auroral electrojet AE (AU/AL) and the symmetric
component of ring current (SYM/H) geomagnetic indices (in nT), which can be regarded as a high-resolution
version of the Dst index, come from the World Data Center from Geomagnetism, Kyoto.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Interplanetary and Geomagnetic Disturbance Conditions During 7–12 November 2004

The time variations of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) BZ component and solar wind speed (VSW,
km/s); AE, AU, and AL auroral electrojet indices (nT); and the SYM/H index (nT) for the 7–12 November 2004
geomagnetic storm are shown in the panels descending from the top of Figure 2. Although we are showing
the 6 day storm, in this work, we will focus on the shaded areas only, which indicate the diurnal variation of Ey
and Ez inferred with RESCO data during the recovery phase of the geomagnetic storm. Our intention with
Figure 2 is to provide a comprehensive view of the complex geophysical conditions during the storm time
analyzed here.

Figure 2. IMF BZ, solar wind speed, AE/AU/AL auroral electrojet and SYM/H indices versus UT from 7 to 12 November 2004
geomagnetic storm.
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Two coronal mass ejections (CMEs) hit the Earth’s magnetosphere
between 7 and 10 November 2004 producing a super double (and rare)
magnetic storm in a period of declining phase of solar flux, with a daily
F10.7 index of about 130 (×10

�22 Wm�2 Hz�1). The CME cloud hitting the
Earth on 7–8 November produced the first of the two super storms
observed in the panel of the SYM/H index. The storm sudden com-
mencement (SSC1) occurred at 02:57 UT, and the onset of the storm
main phase (MP1) occurred at 21:30 UT on 7 November, as indicated
by the vertical dashed lines identified with the “MP1” mark. The ACE
spacecraft measured abnormally large BZ (Figure 2a) variations, up to
about 50 nT, on this day. The solar wind speed (VSW, Figure 2b) increased
gradually from about 330 km/s to more than 700 km/s. In the following
day, the AE index (Figure 2c) reached values higher than 2,500 nT
between 01:10 and 10:12 UT. On 8 November, the activity reached the
top of the geomagnetic K-scale measurement (not shown here) during
03:00–06:00 UT, and the lowest intensity of SYM/H index (Figure 2d) with
values around �400 nT was observed at 05:55 UT.

The second CME cloud struck the magnetosphere on 9 November, while the magnetic field was experiencing
the first recovering phase of the first storm, as can be noted in Figure 2d. The second SSC2 occurred at
09:30 UT on 9 November, characterized by an increase in the solar wind speed from about 550 km/s to
800 km/s, concomitant with large oscillations in the AL/AU values. The MP2 onset of this second storm
occurred at 12:00 UT, as shown by the vertical dashed line identified with the “MP2” mark. The southward
turning of the BZ was also responsible for a prompt onset of an AE intensification to values >3,200 nT at
11:20 UT on 9 November, and a secondary minimum of about �270 nT was registered by the SYM/H at
21:03 UT. After a short recovery period, the SYM/H reached �282 nT at 09:31 UT on 10 November, which is
characterized by a large intensification of AE up to 3,534 nT (maximum value observed during this geomag-
netic storm). Later, during the recovering period of the geomagnetic storm, on 11 November, the solar wind
speed gradually decreased to about 600 km/s, and the SYM/H achieved�50 nT when another SSC3 was regis-
tered at 17:10 UT. Wemay note that BZwas positive at this SSC3 occurrence and reversed to south at 22:54 UT
while the VSW and AE index kept growing until around 11:00 UT on 12 November, returning back to quiet time
values in the next hours.

During this major geomagnetic storm, the equatorial ionospheric electric fields experienced significant devia-
tions from their quiet time patterns. The modification of the electric fields can occur mainly owing to two
mechanisms: prompt penetration electric field (PPEF) (Kikuchi et al., 2000) and disturbed dynamo electric
fields (DDEF) (Blanc & Richmond, 1980). The role of these two mechanisms regarding our results will be
discussed later. We can anticipate that the strongest PPEF ever reported (from the best of our knowledge)
was observed during this geomagnetic storm, at 20:00 UT (15:00 LT) on 9 November at JRO, which caused
a vertical drift velocity of 120 m/s (Fejer et al., 2007).

3.2. The Role of Ey and Ez Components in the Esb and Esq Electrodynamics

Figure 3 shows the height-time-intensity (HTI) map of E region electron density profile simulated with the
MIRE model considering only the wind components representative of November 2004 over SLZ. Note that
ne given in cm�3 is based on the plasma frequency relationship by ne = 1.24 × 104 (fbEs)

2. We observed a typi-
cal behavior of the E region electron density, with low values in the night period and expressive electron den-
sity in the daytime. Also, it is possible to identify a thin layer of enhanced electron density that is the Esb layer.
In this result, the Esb is formed above 130 km around 14:00 UT and descends to 100 km at 08:00 UT with
expressive values. The downward movement of Esb is due to the well-defined regularity in both semi diurnal
and diurnal tidal winds during the course of the day, as explained by Haldoupis (2011). Therefore, the input
wind shear in MIRE model successfully simulated the Esb layer evolution over SLZ (Resende et al., 2017).

In order to analyze the effect of the electric field components in the Esb dynamics during the geomagnetic
storm, the Ey and Ez components inferred at 105.1 km from RESCO data are inserted into equation (6). The
discussions about the effects of Ey and Ez components in the simulations of the Esb dynamics by MIRE

Figure 3. Electron density as a function of universal time (UT) and height
(km) simulated by MIRE considering the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal
winds representative of November 2004.
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model during two geomagnetic quiet periods, 5 January 2005 and 13 December 2009, are shown by Resende
et al. (2016). In the following, we discuss three cases of the EEF and Es layer responses to the recovery phase of
the November 2004 geomagnetic storm.
3.2.1. Case I: 10 November 2004—Weak Type II Irregularities and Strong Esb Occurrences
After showing the whole geomagnetic storm period (7–12 November 2004) in Figure 2, we analyze in more
details the diurnal variation of the electric field components and Es dynamics observed on 10 November
2004. We consider the electric fields inferred from RESCO data as an input of the MIRE model, with the tidal
winds used to build the electron density profile shown in Figure 3. First, we present from top to bottom in
Figure 4 the diurnal variation of the (a) IMF BZ component, (b) AE index, (c) SYM/H index, (d) Ey, and (e) Ez,
respectively. The gray lines in Figures 4d and 4e are the electric field components corresponding the quiet
period that we have used as a frame of reference, as described in section 2.1.

As mentioned before, 10 November 2004 was marked by a complex period of magnetic activity caused by
successive increases and decreases of magnetospheric convection. This characteristic is seen in more details
in Figures 4a–4c. The IMF BZ turned south at 01:31 UT and achieved �29 nT at 01:49 UT. Thereafter, it
increased up to turn itself northward with a pick of 16.72 nT at 02:42 UT. Afterward, it remained negative
for several hours until 16:53 UT. In this period, a series of large enhancements and recovery of AE were
observed. The AE index reached values of the order of (and higher than) 1,000 nT for a long period of time
(between 02:30 and 19:00 UT), rising to higher than 3,000 nT. The maximum intensity of 3,534 nT in AE
occurred at 09:34 UT. The SYM/H remained below �100 nT during the whole day with a minimum value of
�282 nT registered at 09:31 UT. Therefore, the equatorial ionosphere over SLZ was exposed to the influence
of the enhanced dawn-to-dusk convection electric field around local midnight (UT-3), but mostly post mid-
night. As a consequence, an undershielding PPEF of westward polarity persisting in the morning hours
caused a weakening in the EEJ, which led the 3 m irregularities to not develop until before 12:20 UT.
Richmond, Peymirat, and Roble (2003) pointed out that the shielding effect is established with a characteristic
time scale of the order of 3–300 min depending on magnetosphere plasma properties and ionospheric con-
ductivity. After an extended period of BZ south, which lasted until around 11:00 UT, it suddenly turned north-
ward, associated with an increase of AE. This condition created an overshielding electric field such that the

Figure 4. Diurnal variation of the (a) IMF BZ component, (b) AE index, (c) SYM/H, (d) Ey, and (e) Ez on 10 November 2004.
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net equatorial electric field associated with direct penetration reversed direction to eastward. As a result, a
short duration of Type II patch near 12:30 UT to 14:00 UT was observed in RESCO radar data, which is caused
by a rapid decrease in the magnetospheric convection, leading to the reestablishment of the shielding. This
process started around 11:00 UT, which is indicated in Figure 3a by the arrow.

After detecting the Type II development, we were able to infer both electric field components and compare
them to the “quiet days” (gray lines in Figures 3d and 3e from Moro et al., 2016c). Two peaks higher than
0.40 mV/m in the Ey component between 12:30 UT and 14:00 UT are observed. Since the Ey is obtained from
the Ez component along with the field line integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivity ratio (see equation (4)),
two peaks are also seen in Ez. They are both higher than 15 mV/m. From the electric fields, one can note that
we have the information about intermittent Type II occurrences at around 14:30 UT, 16:30 UT, and 17:00 UT.
The low intensities in Ey and Ez are related to the low velocity of the Type II irregularity (see equation (3)) at
these periods of time. These peaks are lower than 0.20 mV/m in the Ey component and around 5.00 mV/m in
the Ez component. Anyway, both Ey and Ez components are lower than the reference components. This is an
evidence of the electric field intensity decreasing associated with Type II disappearance due to the storm
time changes under BZ south condition and associated with AE increases. As far as we know, this is the first
result showing the equatorial E region electric field during a geomagnetic disturbed day, inferred from coher-
ent radar data. We also show the diurnal variation of these components on 11 and 12 November 2004, which
will be discussed later.

The ionograms obtained at SLZ when the estimated electric fields presented low or zero intensity values,
from 15:00 to 20:45 UT, are presented in Figure 5. In each ionogram, the scales range from 0 to 500 km
in altitude (vertical axis), and from 0 to 15 MHz (horizontal axis). The red arrows in this figure identify the
Esq layers, while the black arrows identify the Esb layers. As can be observed, the Esb layers occurred only
between 16:00 UT and 20:45 UT. The black vertical line represents the parameter that refers the upper fre-
quency to which the upper ionosphere region is blocked by the Esb layer. Therefore, since the Esq layer is
transparent to the radio waves, it is not possible to obtain the blanketing frequency of the Es layer (fbEs)
when it is present.

It is possible to observe in the ionograms a direct response of the prompt penetration of the high-latitude
electric field events (Gonzales et al., 1979) to the E region (Abdu et al., 2013). The Esq layer is a clear evidence
of the EEJ irregularity, in whose presence the entire F layer trace can be observed in ionograms as it is shown
at around 15:00 UT and 15:15 UT. At 15:30 UT we start to observe another type of Es layer above the Esq layer.
It was not so expressive at this time, but it was dense enough to start blocking the F region (fbEs ≈ 3.87 MHz)
from the ionosonde radio soundings. This blanketing layer became evident at 16:00 UT (black arrow) when
the fbEs parameter reached 4 MHz (vertical black trace). Since the parameter fbEs is a measure of the plasma
frequency of the Es layer peak density, we observe that from this hour, the Esb layer becomes denser. The fbEs
parameter reached values around 4.86 MHz at 17:15 UT. From 16:00 UT to 17:15 UT the Esq layer became
weaker than usual but did not disappear, indicating the presence of long-scale plasma irregularities. At
17:30 UT, we observed that both Esb and Esq layers revealed a competition between two different driving
mechanisms, winds, and electric fields. At 18:15 UT, the Esq layer disappears and the Esb layer dominated
in the ionogram at the E region. Afterward, a different layer was registered in height altitudes ≈250 km
and it performed a downward movement until 20:15 UT, when it reached 100 km. In the hours that followed,
a strong Esb layer was formed, evidencing the weakness of the EEJ current around the nighttime period.

The occurrence of the Esq and Esb layers reveals the importance of the electric field role during the disturbed
periods. We observed that during the recovery phase of themagnetic storm the Esb layers were stronger after
16:00 UT, and the Ey and Ez showed really low values at around 16:15 UT. Additionally, the Esq layer did not
occur around between 18:15 UT and 19:15 UT, when we observed lower values in the electric field compo-
nents. Thereafter, we observed a peak in the Ey and Ez components with intensity above 5 mV/m, and the
Esq layer started to be formed again (20:00 UT).

The weakness of the EEJ current seen in the electric fields occurred in the recovery phase of the magnetic
storm, which was proved by the Esq disruption/Esb formation in the ionograms. This fact evidences that
the reversal of E region horizontal electron drifts, which, in turn, means an imposition of a westward iono-
spheric electric field, which occurred at the same time that the IMF BZ changed from its southward to
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northward direction. An additional evidence to support our statement is the intermediate layer presence at
around 18:00 UT, which means stronger winds than electric fields in the Es layer formation.

In order to analyze the geomagnetic storm effects in the equatorial E region in a more comprehensive way,
we show the HTI maps of the E region electron density profile simulated by MIRE model (color scale) consid-
ering the winds with the zonal electric field, winds with the vertical electric field, and winds with both electric
field components on 10 November 2004 (Figure 6). Notice that we have used the same input winds shown in
Figure 3. This is acceptable due two reasons: we are using tidal winds representative of entire November
2014, and second, the winds have no expressive day-to-day variation. Since the EEJ current is not effective
at nighttime, it is possible, therefore, to evaluate in these maps the influence of winds and electric fields
on the Es formation or disruption process during the disturbed period. The Ey and Ez inputs in these simula-
tions are the components presented in Figures 4d and 4e.

The evolution of the E region electron density taking into account the tidal winds and Ey shows that the Esb
layer shall appear during all day long, as per the MIRE simulations. This result is similar to the result presented
in Figure 3. This result agreed with the previously published results for quiet time periods obtained by
Resende et al. (2016). Therefore, Ey is not efficient enough to create or disrupt Esb even during a period of

Figure 5. Ionograms collected by a Digisonde at SLZ on 10 November 2004, from 15:00 UT to 20:45 UT. The red (black) arrows indicate the presence of Esq (Esb)
layers. The reflections of ordinary and extraordinary waves are red and green, respectively.
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geomagnetic activity. However, we observed a smooth modulation between 11:00 UT and 16:00 UT. We
notice from the results in Figure 4d that the Ey component shows oscillations between low and the
reference values, showing that the model reacts well to this behavior. It is possible that the zonal electric
fields may be responsible for a modulation in the existing Esb layers due to tidal winds, as shown in Dagar
et al. (1977). On the other hand, when we consider the wind and the Ez component, we have a clear
disruption of Esb in some hours. Before 09:00 UT, the simulated Esb layer occurs with the downward
movement characteristic, which is caused by a downward movement due to the semi diurnal tidal phase
at altitudes around 135–150 km (Harper, 1977). After 21:00 UT, the same behavior occurs.

In a typical day, when the Ez component is very high during the daytime, the MIRE does not successfully simu-
late the Esb layer (Resende et al., 2016). However, in the present result, the Esb layer becomes evident after
15:30 UT. This model result is supported by the ionosonde observations provided in Figure 5, and by low
values of the Ez component (around 3.0 mV/m), as seen in Figure 4e. Therefore, wemay state that the Ez effect
is more relevant to the EEJ dynamics during the disturbed periods based on the present analysis.

Figure 6. Electron density as a function of time (UT) and altitude (km) simulated by MIRE for 10 November 2004 considering the tidal winds with the zonal electric
field component (Ey), the vertical electric field component (Ez), and both zonal and vertical electric field components (Ey + Ez).

Figure 7. IMF BZ component, AE index, SYM/H, and Ey and Ez components on 11 November 2004.
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The simulation results showed several oscillations that we do not observe in ionograms (especially at
around 18:30). However, we do observe oscillation-like behavior in the electric field amplitude variation.
Consequently, we understand that these modulations in the simulation results are a real effect of the combi-
nation of Ey and Ez inputs in the model. In theory, the Esb layers due to the tidal winds are formed at high
altitudes (above 130 km) and descend to below 100 km (Harper, 1977). We clearly observe this evidence after
18:30 UT in the ionograms, and the MIRE simulations agreed with this behavior. Similar behavior was also
observed on the ionograms in midlatitudes (Bishop & Earle, 2003; Haldoupis et al., 2006), in which the electric
field does not cause any influence in the Es layer formation. Therefore, this result confirms that the wind
effects were more effective than the electric field effects over SLZ. Finally, when we included both Ey and
Ez electric field components superimposed to the effects of the tidal winds in the simulation, we observed
similar results to those considering only the vertical electric field component. As explained by Resende
et al. (2016), the vertical electric field is the most important component for the Esb layer formation in the lati-
tudinal range, in such a way that Esb layer only occurs under low values of Ez.
3.2.2. Case II: 11 November 2004—Very Weak Type II Irregularities and Esb Occurrences
On similar lines as those of Figure 4, Figure 7 shows the IMF BZ component, AE index, SYM/H index, and the
diurnal variation of the Ey and Ez with corresponding quiet time values used as a reference. Successive
intensifications in the AE index are observed at 01:00 UT, 05:15 UT, and between 07:00 and 08:00 UT on
11 November when it achieved around 1,000 nT. One could notice that the intensification of the AE index
close to ~500 nT (as indicated by the black arrow in Figure 7b) at 11:00 UT produced very weak Type II irre-
gularities almost at the same time until 13:30 UT. On the other hand, through the occurrence of very large
DDEF due to lower latitude thermospheric winds (Fejer et al., 2007), the main effect on the EEJ was the
absence of any irregularity development from around 13:30 UT to 20:00 UT.

We observe in the results of Figure 7d that Ey presented two peaks higher than 0.20 mV/m. The first one
occurred at around 11:10 UT, and the second was registered at around 13:20 UT. The two peaks are also
observed in the Ez component, which achieved around 7.50 mV/m. Except for these peaks, both components
show lower intensity than the reference components. The SSC3 at 17:10 UT (see Figure 2) and accompanying
transient increases and decreases in BZ, and AE appears to have caused the generation of short-lived Type II
after 20:00 UT due to a PPEF of eastward polarity.

A series of ionograms recorded on 11 November at SLZ is shown in Figure 8 and follows the same patterns of
those presented in Figure 5. Here we have selected the ionograms collected from 10:00 UT to 14:45 UT, which
we considered to be enough to analyze the time evolution and occurrence of the Esq (Esb) layers represented
by red (black) arrows. Recalling that the Esb layers occur above the Esq layer and they block the Digisonde
signal from the F region (black vertical trace), it is blocked up to around 4 MHz on this period of analysis.

The HTI maps of the E region electron density simulation results obtained from the MIRE over SLZ on 11
November are shown in Figure 9. They follow the same patterns of Figure 6. From the simulation result
obtained when considering the wind and Ey component as the driving forces, we clearly see the thin electron
density enhancement at different heights during all day depicting the Esb layer. This thin layer is seen above
130 km (at ~14 UT), which descends to around 100 km (at ~10 UT), and is even stronger than that observed in
the previous simulation runs for 10 November.

Again, a disruption is seen when we consider the winds and Ez component in the simulation. Indeed, we
expected this since the intensity of Ez on November 11 was higher than 3.85 mV/m, the threshold value
for disrupting the Esb layer as stated by Resende et al. (2016). During some daytime hours, the density of
the Esb layer was very close to the E region peak density, making it difficult to identify the Esb trace. When
the simulation is run considering the wind and both electric field components, we have the same situation
as the day before; that is, the Ey component is not important for Esb development/inhibition. Therefore, dur-
ing the hours that the wind shear mechanism was more effective than the irregularities, it was possible to
observe the Esb layer in the simulations.
3.2.3. Case III: 12 November 2004—Strong Type II and Weak Esb Occurrences
Similarly to the Figures 4 and 7, Figure 10 shows the IMF BZ component, and AE and SYM/H indices of our last
case in this study, 12 November. The southward turning of IMF BZ followed by AE intensification between
09:00 and 10:00 UT caused the PPEF with eastward polarity. The Ey and Ez electric field components closely
match their quiet time values given by the reference components, as shown in Figures 10d and 10e.
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Under this environment, the Type II irregularities were presented during the radar soundings from 11:00 UT
to 20:45 UT, allowing the electric field inference. The Ey ranged from 0.10 to 0.39 mV/m, and Ez ranged from
3.00 to 14.50 mV/m. Both electric field components were still weaker than the reference values but could sus-
tain the gradient instabilities generation of 3 m scale size irregularities giving backscatter returns during the
radar soundings. Therefore, we expect the presence of the Esq in the ionograms collected at SLZ indicating
the presence of Type II irregularities.

Figure 8. Ionograms collected by a Digisonde at SLZ on 11 November 2004, from 10:00 UT to 14:45 UT. The red (black) arrows indicate the presence of Esq (Esb)
layers. The reflections of ordinary and extraordinary waves are red and green, respectively.

Figure 9. Electron density as a function of time (UT) and altitude (km) simulated by MIRE for 11 November 2004.
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The sequence of ionograms collected at SLZ on 12 November is presented in Figure 11 and follows the same
patterns of those presented in Figures 5 and 8. Now we have selected the ionograms acquired from 15:00 UT
to 19:45 UT. Besides not shown here, the Esb layer appeared weak in the ionograms since 10:30 UT and
became more evident at 15:15 UT, as shown in Figure 11.

The Esq layer is evident in the ionograms most of the time (through 15:00 UT to 19:45 UT), allowing the elec-
tric field inference as discussed before. On the other hand, the Esb layers appeared weak in the ionograms. In
addition, the fbEs blocked the F region at around 4MHz between 15:00 UT and 16:30 UT. After this period, the
F region completely appears in ionograms, and a remnant of the Esb layer continues to appear in the iono-
grams after 16:30 UT, but it is very weak. In fact, in this case, the Es layer is partially blocking the upper layers,
in which it is observed through the absence of trace curvature at the lower frequency end of the F layer.
Therefore, the process responsible for Esq layer formation, that is, electric field, was stronger than wind shear
processes that give rise to the Esb layer.

The HTI maps of the E region electron density simulated with the MIRE over SLZ on 12 November are shown
in Figure 12. The simulation conducted considering only wind components and Ey shows a clear electron
density enhancement from 9:00 UT above 130 km descending to around 100 km, similar to the previous days.
In the run considering wind components and Ez, we note a weak presence of Esb, as also confirmed in the
ionograms. If we compare this result with the previous day, 11 November, we can also note that the Esb is
inhibited due to the presence of stronger Esq layer. The last simulation considering the winds and both elec-
tric field components shows results similar to that of Figure 9; that is, it is evident that the Ey does not affect
the Esb dynamic process.

The results presented in this work show a persistent disturbance in the EEJ plasma irregularities during the
recovery phase of the geomagnetic storm, lasting for approximately 48 h. Thus, this study was able to prove
such influences through of the Esb and Esq layer occurrences. The Esq layer weakness is related the Ez com-
ponent, which presents low values during the disturbed periods. So in these times with the low values of
the Ez component, the Esb layer can occur due the wind process. The wind shear can be effective in the
Esb formation over SLZ region because of the magnetic equator displacement effect.

Figure 10. IMF BZ component, AE index, SYM/H, and Ey and Ez components on 12 November 2004.
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Several studies have been made to study the November 2004 response to space weather events, with focus
on the F region responses to PPEF and DDEF. No study has so far been reported on the response features of
the equatorial E region to the disturbance electric fields as we present in this work. For instance, Balan et al.
(2008) studied the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling through PPEF during on 7 November 2004 using the
Cluster satellite data and ground-based data obtained from the EISCAT Svalbard radar (78.15°N, 16.0°E),
EISCAT UHF radar (69.67°N, 19.20°E), JRO radar, and magnetometers (World Data Center, Kyoto). The authors

Figure 11. Ionograms collected by a Digisonde at SLZ on 12 November 2004, from 15:00 to 19:45 UT. The red (black) arrows indicate the presence of Esq (Esb) layers.
The reflections of ordinary and extraordinary waves are red and green, respectively.

Figure 12. Electron density as a function of time (UT) and altitude (km) simulated by MIRE for 12 November 2004.
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observed an increased ionization production by particle precipitation, which increased the electron density
and electron and ion temperatures. An anomalous total electron content (TEC) enhancement was observed
by Maruyama (2006) on 8 November 2004 using a dense GPS receiver network at longitudes of Japan. The
storm enhanced density, until then observed only at longitudes of America due to geomagnetic field config-
uration (Foster, 1993), was observed in the Asia sector appearing to move at a rate of 8°/h with a signature of
PPEF. Vijaya Lekshmi et al. (2008) have shown the relative effects of the main drivers of the positive iono-
spheric storm under PPEF to eastward and direct and indirect effects of equator ward neutral wind using
the Sheffield University Plasmasphere Ionosphere Model. Li et al. (2009) analyzed the development and
dynamics of ionospheric plasma bubble irregularity during this super storm using data from a multi instru-
ment network (GPS TEC, ionosonde, GPS scintillation) operated in Southeast Asia. More recently, Rastogi
et al. (2012) showed cases of strong Es layer formation on 9 November 2004 in India sector due to abnormally
large equatorial prompt penetration dawn to dusk electric field.

Finally, in this work, we studied the E region phenomenology during a super geomagnetic storm. We observe
that the electric fields present in the equatorial E region can generate plasma irregularities that can act as
scattering centers for radar sounding and are seen in ionograms as Esq traces. On the other hand, the peculiar
geomagnetic characteristic over the SLZ region, a quasi-equatorial station where the magnetic declination
angle is ~21°W (and the magnetic inclination varies at a rate of ~200 per year causing the dip equator secular
displacement effect), allows the appearance of the Esb layers. The vertical component, Ez, can inhibit the
formation of the Esb layers, as predicted by the model results. All cases discussed here showed that Ez is more
important in the EEJ dynamics in SLZ region than the zonal component of the electric field.

4. Conclusions

We have performed a comprehensive study of the variabilities of the zonal (Ey) and vertical (Ez) electric field
components inferred from coherent radar data, during the super storm of November 2004. The Es layers
observed from a Digisonde data and modeling results are also used to study the responses of the equatorial
E region over SLZ, Brazil.

The features of the E region dynamo electric field, EEJ (and its plasma irregularities), and sporadic E layers are
strongly affected by the geomagnetic storm. The results show that the electric field components are affected
when the equatorial ionosphere is exposed to the influence of the enhanced dawn-to-dusk convection
electric field causing the enhanced occurrence and suppressions of Type II irregularities. The short duration
of Type II irregularities observed in some cases is associated with electric fields with lower intensity than the
reference values. This scenario is favorable for the Esb layer development, which we confirm from Digisonde
data andmodeling results. Therefore, we could show the efficiency of the wind system with the Ez decreasing
over SLZ, Brazil. On the other hand, when the Type II irregularities develop during the recovery phase, the
electric fields associated with its velocity are still lower than the reference values but intense enough to
develop the Esq layers seen in ionograms. In this case, the Ez is intense to disrupt the Esb seen in the
modeling results.
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